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- NEW for 2021 - 
Now equipped with the sturdy 3 tenons Blizzard action and available in two different barrel lengths, 
the Sabatti Urban Sniper bolt-action rifle offers even more all-purpose versatility and performance 

 
 
The Sabatti Urban Sniper bolt-action rifle, available in three different calibers, is a versatile and easy to handle shooting 
machine, conceived and manufactured as an all-rounder platform that would offer accuracy and performance without 
being hindered by excessive weight or length, excelling both in sport shooting as well as a Police patrol or tactical rifle. 
 
The Sabatti Urban Sniper rifle is built around a synthetic stock, manufactured out of Nylon with a 30% fiberglass 
addition to increase its rigidity and its capability to absorb vibrations. The flat lower portion of the handguard makes for 
a great support surface when firing from a rest or an improvised stand-off, while the vertical pistol grip – connected to 
the buttstock by two struts, providing a visually appealing and user-friendly quasi-Thumbhole look and feel – makes the 
Urban Sniper easy to handle and fast to bring on-target at the range, on the hunting fields, or in a tactical situation. 
 
For those situations when extra stability is required for accuracy and off-hand shooting or an improvised rest won’t do, 
the Sabatti Urban Sniper rifle is fitted from factory with a Picatinny rail segment under the handguard dubbing as an 
attachment point for a bipod. Additional shooting comfort is provided by a fully adjustable cheek riser, while the length 
of pull can be customized through a set of spacers. The stock of the Urban Sniper rifle also features standard and QD 
sling swivel cups. 

 
The Sabatti Urban Sniper rifle feeds through Accuracy International AICS compatible detachable magazines. The 
magazine release lever is conveniently located under the trigger guard, allowing the shooter to instinctively perform a 
reload without taking eyes off target. 
 
New for 2021, the Urban Sniper bolt-action rifle features the well-known Blizzard action – Sabatti’s best to date, known 
worldwide for its performance on tactical and sporting long-range rifles such as the Company’s own Tactical EVO – 
hosted in a fully CNC-machined steel receiver and featuring an oversized tactical knob that’s screwed on to the cocking 
handle via a 5/16” thread and can thus be easily replaced with other aftermarket knobs. The bolt body is fully fluted. 

 
A standard, single-lever trigger comes pre-set from factory to approximately 1,1 kg (2.42 lbs) of weight. A 13-slot MIL-
STD 1913 Picatinny rail provides a ready-to-go mounting surface for optical sights. 
 
The cylindrical steel barrel of the Urban Sniper rifle sports Sabatti’s own, proprietary Multi-Radial Rifling (MRR) pattern, 
a Sabatti exclusive that earned the Company international praise due to its high accuracy, low bullet deformation 
factor, and ease of cleaning. A cylindrical muzzle brake is installed from factory on a 5/8”x24 muzzle thread and is easily 
replaced with other muzzle devices such as flash hiders or silencers. Now available in two barrel lengths (20” or 24”), 
the Sabatti Urban Sniper strikes a perfect balance between overall size and optimal ballistics to an average distance of 
300 meters; all barrels are fluted to reduce overall weight and increase cooling. 
 
 
Link download Media Kit:  
https://mediakit.digitoolmedia.com/sabatti/rifles-bolt-action/sabatti-urban-sniper/z9h7v  
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  

Manufacturer Sabatti S.p.A. 

Model Urban Sniper 

Tipology Bolt-action rifle 

Calibers and 
rifling twists 

.308 Winchester (1:11.½”), 6,5x47 Lapua (1:8”), 7mm Remington SAUM (1:8/¼”) 

Action Blizzard action with fully fluted bolt and interchangeable tactical cocking handle 
knob 

Trigger system Standard, single-lever trigger 

Safety Manual safety 

Capacity 5 or 10 rounds in Accuracy International AICS compatible magazine 

Sight systems MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail for optics 

Barrel 510 mm / 20” or 610 mm / 24”, cylindrical profile, fluted (5 flutes, black-on-
black), 22 mm diameter at the muzzle, MRR Multi Radial Rifling pattern 

Total lenght 100 cm / 39.37” or 110 cm / 43.3” 

Peso (a vuoto) 3,85 kg / 8.48” 

Materials Steel barrel, receiver, and action; fiberglass-reinforced Nylon stock 

Finishes Full black finish on all surfaces 

 
 
 
 
Company notes 

The Sabatti family is active in the gun making industry since little less than 400 years. Passed down from father to son, from 
generation to generation, all the acquired experiences have not been lost, and are instead what today provides quality to the Sabatti 
production. 
Sabatti is a leader in the manufacturing of top-class rifle barrels, whose excellent performances make them highly appreciated all 
over the World, by gun manufactures as well as by the most demanding sport shooters and professionals. 
Except for the stocks, all components of every Sabatti gun are manufactured inside the company, using the best available 
technologies and materials, and a “know-how” which quite few International companies can boast nowadays. 


